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LAPPING SPRAY FOR
DIAMOND COMPOUNDS
LAPPING SPRAY FOR
DIAMOND COMPOUNDS

Catalog No. 121205

Stock removal may cause 
diamond compounds to thin 
out, causing the workpiece 
to “burn”. A proper lapping 
fluid must be used to prevent 
this. Simply spray the surface 
and then apply diamond then 
polish.  Supplied in a handy 4 
oz. Aerosol.

LUBRICATOR & THINNER
FOR DIAMOND COMPOUNDS
LUBRICATOR & THINNER
FOR DIAMOND COMPOUNDS

Catalog No. DCLT-4

When polishing with diamond 
compound, microscopic sized metal 
cuttings may cause the compound 
to thicken. Thinner/lubricator is 
forumlated to prevent thickening 
and assures proper lubrication 
during polishing. Supplied in a 4 oz 
plastic bottle with a cap that permits 
dispensing in small droplets.

LAPPING STICKSLAPPING STICKS
 Hard Wood Soft Wood Size
 DU-1 SU-1 1/8 X 1/8
 DU-2 SU-2 3/8 x 1/8
 DU-3 SU-3 3/16 x 3/16
 DU-4 SU-4 1/4 x 1/4
 DU-5 SU-5 1/2 x 5/16
 DU-6 SU-6 3/4 x 5/16
 DU-7 SU-7 1/8 round
 DU-8 SU-8 3/16 round
 DU-9 SU-9 1/4 round

Made of hardwood and soft balsa wood. 
Ideal for lapping & finishing by hand or with 
reciprocating tools. Softwood creates a higher 
surface finish while the hardwood cut fast and 
hold shape longer.  All 6" long. Other types of 
laps available on request.

POLISHING COMPOUNDSPOLISHING COMPOUNDS
From Foredom ™  and made in USA. For all polishing/finishing & touch-up work.

 Compound Application Weight Part No.
 Emery Coarse grit to remove surface imperfections, scratches, 6.5 oz bar 4001 
 (Black) rust and burrs from iron, steel and other hard metals 19 oz bar 5001
 Tripoli The most popular compound for general cutting,scratch  4.5 oz bar 4002 
 (Brown) removal, buffing and coloring on non-ferrous metals  

14 oz bar 5002
 

  such as zinc, brass and aluminum
 White  Fast cutting on hard materials. Made with fine abrasive 
 Diamond  that produces a satin finish on chrome, stainless  5.5 oz bar 4003
 Rouge carbin steel,brass & aluminum.
 Red Produces a high luster finish on nickel plating  5.75 oz bar 4004 
 Rouge and plastics for final polishing 17 oz bar 5004 
 Platinum For pre-polishing and cutting down of platinum and  
 Blue other metals. Also for final polishing on acrylics. 

5 oz bar 4007
 

 Platinum Final polishing. Produces a deep luster polish on platinum  
   White and all metals(8000 grit). Also for final polishing on flexite. 

5.75 oz bar 4006
 

 Green Great general purpose cutting compound 
 Buff for final finish work. 

16 oz bar 126317

 4 Bar Kit
 An kit of more popular compounds.  

  1 each of #4001, 4002, 4003, 4004.  
4000
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